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Join EFE's #AcclerationSeries Featuring MBC's
Mariam Farag and EFE-Palestine CEO Dr. Saro
Nakashian and Alumni Amal Fahim Sadaqa and
Alqam Alqam on Inclusion of People of
Determination in the Workplace
Don't miss this engaging
event featuring Mariam
Farag of MBC Group,
the largest and leading
media company in
MENA; Amal Fahim
Sadaqa and Alqam
Alqam, EFE alumni; and
Dr. Saro Nakashian,
CEO of EFE-Palestine.
The discussion, which is
the first in EFE's
#AccelerationSeries of
online events, will focus
on the rights and
inclusion of people with
disabilities in the
workplace and the work of EFE-Palestine to make their programming accessible to
all trainees. Register here! 

EFE Partners with Alwaleed Philanthropies and the
Saudi Development and Reconstruction Program
for Yemen to Build Futures for Youth
In January, EFE signed an MOU with Alwaleed Philanthropies and the Saudi
Development and Reconstruction Program for Yemen to provide occupational
training and job opportunities for young people in Yemen. The Building the Future
for Yemeni Youth initiative will positively impact 660 youth and their families.
During the signing, EFE CEO Andrew Baird commented, "Since 2006, EFE has
linked over 114,000 Arab youth to a job or the world of work. We are extremely
pleased to be part of this effort to support Yemeni youth.”

Training for a Digital Future Program with Accenture
Closes Second Year with Over 15,400 Graduates 
This ambitious three-year program in partnership with Accenture aims to help
beneficiaries develop their soft and digital skills, such as communication, updating
their digital CVs, and surfing the net safely, in order to thrive in the labor market. To
that end, trainees make use of +Competencias, the online training platform
developed by Accenture that hosts training materials that will guide them to
improve their employability. The program is currently being implemented by EFE-
Morocco, EFE-Saudi Arabia, and EFE in the UAE as well as in Spain and Portugal
by some Spanish long-term partners. Let’s get ready, the digital future is here!

Western Union Foundation
Professionals Mentor
Trainees and Alumni
Guidance from experienced professionals
is integral to career development. That's
why we're excited to announce EFE's
mentorship partnership with Western Union
Foundation. Trainees and alumni from
across the EFE Affiliates who are eager to
further their careers will be matched with

experienced WU professionals for a guided mentorship program. The pairs will
then meet remotely over a period of six months. We can't wait to watch youth
starting out in their careers develop leadership and professional skills!

Global Communications Updates
As we work to develop our communications strategy, EFE-Global discussed our
2021 Global Comms Plan with our team of Affiliates. We believe everyone in the
EFE Network is part of the communications team and are emphasizing maintaining
communication channels between Comms and all EFE departments and Affiliates.
We seek to empower EFE employees by creating a culture of knowledge sharing
and look forward to shedding more light on EFE's impact to help attract more
youth, partners, and donors.

Recently, the global communications team held a session called "EFE's LinkedIn
Affiliate Business Page Unification and Best Practices" to promote capacity
building and knowledge sharing across Affiliate comms teams, pictured below!

Female Entrepreneurs
Receive Support to
Scale their Ideas from
EFE-Palestine
With support from the U.S. Embassy in
Jerusalem, EFE-Palestine and
International Strategic Management are
helping female entrepreneurs from the
West Bank, Gaza, and Jerusalem grow
their businesses through the "Scale Up and Thrive" project. The Affiliate has
already received 900 applications for the program, which will involve targeted
trainings and will send a select number of participants to travel to the U.S. to gain
insights on how to market and sell their products internationally.

EFE and Citi Foundation Kick Off 8th Year of
Partnership Empowering Youth With Skills and Jobs
In the eighth year of collaboration between EFE and Citi Foundation, this year’s
program will directly impact 723 young women and men through targeted skills
trainings and access to the labor market. The program will be implemented in
Algeria, Morocco, Saudi Arabia, Tunisia, and the UAE and focus on highly
demanded digital, soft, and technical skills. Since 2013, the EFE-Citi Foundation
partnership has been building Pathways to Progress, benefiting over 2,900 youth
across the MENA. We are looking forward to seeing the results of this next phase!

EFE-Egypt Signs Contract for New Training and
Recruitment Center for Inclusive Programming
As part of its efforts to make its programming inclusive for people with disabilities,
EFE-Egypt has started to manage and operate the Almaza Training and
Recruitment Center (ARTC) on behalf of City Center Almaza, a Majid Al Futtaim
(MAF) company, with a focus on the retail and hospitality industries. ARTC is
supported by People 1st International, an industry-led skills expert based out of the
United Kingdom, which is giving EFE-Egypt access to intentionally acclaimed
know-how, including specialized training curriculum. The initiative, as well as the
ARTC partnership with MAF, officially began in December 2020, with Disability
Equality Training and Disability Awareness Program for EFE-Egypt’s staff,
trainers, and youth.

EFE-Egypt Wins Photo of the Month with Anissa
EFE-Egypt won the #EFEPhotoOfTheMonth for the second month in a row by
introducing us to Anissa, who won our hearts when she paid a visit to the Affiliate's
training department meeting. Don't forget to vote for the February
#EFEPhotoOfTheMonth!
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EFE-Jordan's collaboration with
the ILO to train young

Jordanians and Syrians is
featured in Ammon News

Ammon News covers EFE-
Jordan's project to give

university students skills for
the workplace 

The Saudi Gazette highlights
EFE's collaboration with

Alwaleed Philanthropies to
create opportunities for youth

in Yemen

Jasmine Nahhas di Florio
reflects on the impact of
COVID on MENA women
and the in-demand skills

for 2021 in Forbes Middle
East

Thomson Reuters
Foundation highlights EFE's

work preparing young women
for the digital future

EFE Impact Tracker
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connected to the world

of work
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young women

3,562 employers have
hired EFE grads 

73% of jobs-track
graduates employed
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